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Maricopa County Sheriff's Office
Joe Arpaio, Sheriff

SHERIFF ARPAIO RELEASES PRELIMINARY
FINDINGS ON

OBAMA BIRTH CERTIFICATE

Arpaio suspects forgeD!.

March 1, 2012

(phoenix, AZ) Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio in a press conference today told
reporters, "A six month long investigation conducted by my cold case posse has lead
me to believe there is probable cause to believe that President Barack Obama's long
form birth certificate released by the White House on April 27, 2011, is a computer
generated forgery. I do not believe that it is a scan of an original 1961 paper
document, as represented by the White House when the long-form birth certificate
was made public."

This is the principle preliminary finding of a six-month on-going Sheriffs Cold Case
Posse law enforcement investigation into the authenticity ofObama's birth certificate
and his eligibility to be president.

Investigators advised Sheriff Arpaio that the forgers committed two crimes: first, in
creating a fraudulent document which the White House characterized, knowingly or
unknowingly, as an officially produced governmental birth record; and second, in
fraudulently presenting that document to the residents of Maricopa County and to the
American public at large as "proof positive" of President Obama's authentic 1961
Hawaii long-form birth certificate.

During the six-month-long investigation and after having developed probable cause to
believe the long-form birth certificate is a computer-generated forgery, investigators
began examining other evidence 'of President Obama's life history including:.
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• President Obama's Selective Service card is most likely also a forgery, revealed
by an examination of the postal date stamp on the document;

• To quell the popular idea that Obama was actually born outside the United
States, we examined the Records of Immigration and Naturalization Service
cards routinely filled out by airplane passengers arriving on international flights
that originated outside the United States in the month of August 1961. Those
records are housed at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. Interestingly,
records from the days surrounding Obama's birth, August 1, 1961 to August 7,
1961 are missing. This is the only week in 1961 were these immigration cards
cannot be found.

When and Why Sherifrs investigators became involved

In August 2011,250 members of the Surprise Arizona Tea Party, residents of
Maricopa County, presented a signed petition asking Sheriff Arpaio to undertake this
investigation.

The Tea Party members petitioned under the premise that if a forged birth certificate
was utilized to obtain a position for Barack Obama on the 2012 Arizona presidential
ballot, their rights as Maricopa County voters could be compromised.

Sheriff Arpaio agreed to accept the investigation and assigned it to his "Cold Case
Posse" at no expense to the tax payers for a thorough examination. The SheriffsCold
Case Posse, consisting of former law enforcement officers and lawyers with law
enforcement experienced, spoke to dozens of witness and examined hundreds of
documents, and took numerous sworn statements from witnesses around the world.

Additional findings by investigators
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Suspecting that the long form birth certificate is a computer generated forgery, they
now say they have identified persons of interest in the case.

Sheriff s Investigator Mike Zullo says, "We have also determined during the course of
our investigation that the Hawaii Department of Health engaged in what we believe is
a systematic effort to hide any original 1961 birth records that they may have in their
possession."

Sheriff Arpaio added, "A continuing investigation is needed to not only understand
more about the creation of the alleged birth certificate forgery, but also to determine
who, if anyone, in the White House or the state of Hawaii may have authorized it."

The Matter ofthe Selective Service Registration Card

Sheriffs Investigators were then led to investigate President's Obama selective
service registration card allegedly filled out in Hawaii in 1980.

Investigators compared Obama's card to others filled out in same year and to at least
two cards filled out in the same local.

The year stamp that is used on selective service registration cards should include all
four digits of the year, for example 1980, the year Obama may have registered with
selective service. However, investigators note that Obama's registration card is highly
unusual having a year stamp including only two digits , "80" which appears to be an
inverted number. Additionally, those numbers are offset by a significant amount
suggesting that the stamp was somehow manually manipulated.

Investigators use video presentations to back up the evidence

The Cold Case Posse produced six technical videos to demonstrate why the Obama
long-form birth certificate is suspected to be a computer-generated forgery. The
videos were designed to display the testing used by the investigators to examine
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Conclusive remarks

Sheriff Arpaio stresses that these are preliminary findings and concluded by
suggesting a Congressional investigation might be warranted. Arpaio asked that any
other law enforcement agency with information referencing this investigation be
forwarded to his office.

"I want to make this perfectly clear. I am not accusing the sitting President of the
United States of committing a crime. But there remain a lot of questions which beg for
answers and we intend to move forward with this investigation in pursuit of those
answers, hopefully with the cooperation of all parties involved," Arpaio said.
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REPORT BARACK OBAMA: LONG FORM BIRTH CERTIFICATE _ Page 1 of 10

Opening Statement:

I, Mara Zebest, am prepa ring this repo rt at the request of
Maricopa County Sheriff's Office in support of the Cold Case Posse
invest igat ion.

The PDF bi rth cert ifica te doc ument released by t he White House
(shown in Figure 1) is a completely man ufactu red and fabricated
computer generated image.The same source fi le was used to
print a copy handed to the AP (shown in Figure 2), in which the
AP scanned in the version handed to them. A third photograph
version (Figure 3) was touted by Savannah Guth rie who claimed
to have held and felt the seal on the document, but the original
Inte rnet posted im ages have been scrub bed.

The Wh ite House wan ts us to believe the PDF document started
out in printed fo rm (on green basketweave safety pape r) and
retri eved f rom Hawaii-but this is not possible. All th ree versions
man ifest itsel f as a prin ted document only when the PRINT button
is pressed f rom w ithin the orig ina l manufactured document
fil e.This wou ld account fo r t he t ransfor mation of a document
contain ing different color backgrounds, and the ability to print
with or without safety pape r pattern (by turning a layer on or off).

There is no doubt in my mind tha t this computer generated image
never started out as a paper source document and was neve r
scanned in as described by t he White House-it was digitally
created andmanufactured.

The bulk of th is repor t will expla in the evidence to support t his,
w hich will include t he following points:

=> Inconsistencies with in text characters: All anti-aliased text (in
a color scan), or all bitmapped text (in a black & white scan)
not a mixtu re of both which is impossible in a legi ti mate
document . Image noise should also be consiste nt t hroughout .

=> Chro matic aberration absent: A color scanned document
wo uld d isplay chromat ic aber ration. This is physics and occurs
in all colo r scans but is absent in Obama's PDF document.

=> Layers: A normal scan is a flat fil e and does not conta in multiple
layers.The Obama PDF con tains 9 layers and grouped to a
cli pping mask layer.

:> Links: Ind icate that com ponents were pasted into the fi le,
rotated, and resized.

=> Clipping Mask Path hides image information : Proof of
man ipulati on .

=> Safety paper and white halo: Manufactured in fina l steps.
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Figure 1: PDF file released from White House

Figure 2: A printout was given to AP which they scanned Figure 3: Savannah Guthrie photo claim to verify document
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The OCR Argument Not a Factor!

Figure 4: Search for text is not recogn ized-No OCR applied

OCR- which stands fo r Optical Character Recognition-w ill scan a
do cum ent for text and convert any images of text to live (editable)
text.

After OCRis applied to a PDF in Ado be Acrobat Pro, th e text
responds as if it is in a Word docum ent. The OCR text can be
selected, changed, cop ied and pasted, The Obama PDFdocument
as dow nloaded cannot be edited in th e aforementioned manner,
Note: AdobeAcrobat Pro has PDFedit ing fun cti ons, but Adobe
Acrobat Reader does not.

Additionall y, if th e PDF had been scann ed using OCRsoft ware; one
would be able to search th e docum ent w it h keywords and if t he
text exists in th e doc ument, th en th ose keyword s wo uld be found.

Figure 4 shows th e keyw ord "Live" ty ped in th e FIND box, and even
though th e wo rd "Live" exists in the Certificate of Live Birth t itl e, a
dial og box responds that "no matches were found."

When viewing th e font properti es dialog box in Figure 5, no fonts
are listed. If OCRwas used, th e image area would be converted to
recognized fo nts in th e docum ent and th e fonts wou ld be listed.
The dial og box is empty, ind icating that Obama's PDFfi le does
not recognize any text .This dial og box can be viewed by going
to th e File menu> Properties, th en click on th e Font tab in the
Docu ment Properties dial og box.

Font-based text can be created after a fi le has been processed
through th e OCRText Recognition feature in Adobe Acrobat. To
run th e OCRfeat ure, go to th e Document menu and select OCR
Text Recognition, and th en click Recognize Text Using OCR.
Acrobat w ill th en perform a scan on the document and convert any
text found in th e image to editable text . Note th at app lying OCR
Text Recognition w ill alt er th e appearance of the characters in t he
conversion from imag e to text.

Figure 6 showsthat all th e fonts recognized during the pro cessare
now listed in th e Font Prop erties dialog box .

Figure 7 shows another search (afte r OCRis app lied) on the
keyword "Live"typed in th e FIND box. The word "Live"is found and
highlighted with in th e Certificate of Live Birth t itl e.
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Figure 8: Painted bru sh st rokes in digital scan lack noise

aliased
(bitmap)

a
anti-aliased

a
Figure 9: Aliasing (or bitmap)and anti-aliasing

Bitmap edges are jagg ed

lit

Figure 10: Bitma p edges are j agg ed v smooth ant i-aliased edge

Introduction to Basic Terms

Let 's briefly examine three term s related to graphic programs:
Noise, Anti-aliasing, and Bitmap

Noise v No Noise

Scanned images will have a consisten t noise. Any inconsistencies
in noise wo uld be a strong tellta le sign of tampering. When looking
at an image at a norm al zoom level (100%) colors may appear as
one color of any parti cular area of an image. Zooming in closer to
t he area, consisten t noise is easily apparent in the sligh t variatio ns
of colo r from neighboring pixels th at make up each colo r (shown
in Figure 8).This is the natural noise level for th is image. Note that
it is consistent t hroughout th e image; variat ions can be seen for
neighbori ng pixels of each color area in th e origi nal image.

In cont rast, Figure 8 also shows an example of no noise asa result
of digi tal mani pu lat ion.Two pixels were sampled to match colors
wi thi n t he image. Using a paint brush tool in Adobe Photoshop,
a streak of each sampled color is draw n acrossth e image area.
Clearly t he lack of noise in th e digi tal brush st rokes is inconsistent
w ith nat ural noise of th e image. Components added digitally to an
image do not contain noise . All.neighbo ring pixels for th e sample
paint st rokes in Figure 8 are solid in color with no variat ion- not
even t he slightest of variatio ns. In order to avoid detecti on when
edit ing an image, an experienced profession al will need to mimic
th e noise to match th e document. One common method used is to
accesst he Add Noise filterfound on the Photoshop Filter menu.
This was not done in the Obama PDFfi le. If this was a legitimate
colo r scan, noise wou ld be consistent ly displ ayed throughout the
entire document.

Bitmap (or Aliasing) v Anti-aliasing

Figure 9 offers a visual explanat ion of aliasing (or bitmap text)
cont rasted wit h anti-aliasing . Noti ce that aliasing is th e visual
stair-stepp ing of edges that occurs in an image wh ich yie lds a
jagged edge. Anti-aliasing is th e smoo thing of jagged edges
in digital images by averaging the colors of th e pixels at th e
boundary edges.

Also notice th e tr ansition of pixel colors th at occur in Figure 8
where cont rast colors bump up next to each other.This color
t ransit ion (averaging of colo r pixels) makes the linesappear
smooth wh en viewed at a normal viewi ng level.Without
anti-aliasing to soften this line edge transition of colors, images will
have a choppy jag ged edge quality (aliasing or bitmapped qualit y).
Anti-aliasing is eit her applied globally (to an ent ire image) dur ing
scanning-or not at all.

Figure 10 is a perfect example of an inconsistency that occurs with
image manipulation. The numerical characters 064 seen in the
Figure are all aliased or bitmapped, and th e 1 is anti-aliased as
well ascontaining noise .

A color scan wo uld produ ce anti-a liased results universally.While
it is possible to use a bitm ap setting whe n scanning, the results
wo uld create a black and white image- no colorpresent. A bitm ap
setting wo uld tu rn every pixel to on or off- white or black.Soif a
bitmap setting was used in a scan, th en th ere shouldn't be a color
background, along with varying colo rs in th e text outside th e
grayscale range?All text color values have green tone values-not
black or grayscale.
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Figure 11: Scanned text and Chromatic Aberration

Noise, anti-aliasing, bitmap inconsistency
in text-and no chromatic aberration

Scanner Chromatic Aberration

What is chromatic aberration? This occurs when different
wavelengths of light are refracted differently as it goes through
a lens or prism during the scanning process. Light is refracted
differently as the scanner encounters one side of a contrasting
colo r (particularly with text) compared to the opposite side of the
cont rasting color.

In simpler terms, Figure 11 is an example of Chromatic Aberration
in which the scanner produced warm red-ish color values at
the bottom and left edges of the text, and similarly the scanner
produced cool blue -ish color values around the top and right
edges of text transitions. Chromatic Aberration can be seen at a
high zoom level in color scans such as the APversion of Obama's
BC-but t his chromatic aberration is NOTpresent in Obama'sPDF
released by the White House.

Because the AP version displays chromatic aberration, this is an
indicator that the AP did receive a printed hard copy of the BC from
the White House and scanned whatever was presented to t hem. AP
did not do anything wrong. They simply scanned what was handed
to them.

It's important to note that the AP version does NOT have a
basketweave safety paper backg round pattern, but rather a baby
blue colo red background. This sudden difference in background
colo r/pattern is another inconsistency that could NOT happen if
the document was simply scanned with no f urther manipulation
and released by the White House-but this inconsistency would
on ly happen if the White House document is a manufactured file .

Warm red color at the lower edges .~

ACK

....--( Cool blue color at the upper edges )
~..

(Type or print: I

Applying the Terms Reviewed

A key problem with the document, as presented, is that it is riddled
with inconsistencies. Scanning a document without manipulation
produces an image with qualities that are consistent globally
(throughout the entire image). Amateurish image manipulation
wi ll reveal local (specific areas) of inconsistencies or odd artifacts.

Another example of anti -aliased text containing noise for the letter
"R" mixed with surrounding bitmap text in Figure 12.The white
halo effect surrounding the text with no chromatic aberration is
also a strong indicator that the document was manipulated (more
on the white halo late r).

Figure 13 displays text co lor inconsistencies in dates, along with a
misspelli ng in t he offic ial stamp text-"TXE" instead of"THE :'While
it may be argued that the misspelling is merely a function of the
stamp ink applied uneven ly, the odds significantly decrease that
this would occur on both vertica l bars that affect both sides of the
"H" character. Both sides pull in substant ially displaying an "X'The
stamp also sports suspicious markings in the "Alvin" signature that
has been referred to as a "happy face:'

Figure 14 offers a contrast image of Alvin Onaka's stamp in which
th e words are spelled correctly and no "happy face" markings in
the "Alvin" signature. The "Ph:' spacing between the "P" and "h" is
different in both signature images (the period spacing as well).

Also, the stamp version displayed in Figure 13 is a solid bitmap
layer-no signs of texture (ink stamp on pape r) can be detected.
Some semblance of texture would be reflected in an image
scan (even with optimization applied), but this overall quality of
texture-the ink stamp on paper as seen in Figure 14- is absent
from th e Obama PDF.

O~, "Ph •.t
STA1E REGISTRAR

I CERTIFYTHIS I TRUE COpy OR
ABSTRACT OF nee RECORD ON FilE IN
THE HAWAII STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Alvin's signature suddenly
develops a smiley face

11 O. __•
~T

No spelling error

Figure 12: Obama PDFviewed in Acrobat at 1600% zoom level

Figure 13: Examples of text inconsistencies

---r.~:':"'=' ~~~~ti~;-I Color variation evidence of manipulation

Figure 14: http://factcheck,org/2QQ8/Q8/born-in-the-usa/
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Layers: Flat,Man-made, and Optimized

Atte mpts to suggest opt imization explai ns the presence of layers in
the Obama PDF is simply not t rue.While it is t rue that optimization
can cause layers, it is not tr ue that optimizat ion explains the layers
displayed in Obama's PDF. The layers in Obama's PDF clearly display
a decision- making process that wo uld be present wit h image
manip ulation.

A simple definit ion for optimization is a process that applies
suitable com pression settings to reduce fi le size.

As stated-opti mizat ion can cause layers- but in th e case
of opt imization; th e processof how the document is layered
is completely comp uter-generated based on programm ing
algo rithms.Thus, t here are certa in predic table patterns.

Befo re examining the Figures, it might help to explain t hat t here are
two types of graphic programs: Raster-based and Vector-based.
Raste r-based is a fancy word for pixel-based wh ich is the strength
of a program like Adobe Photoshop. WhereasAdobe Illustrator
is a vector-based program- meaning it relies on mathemat ical
interpretat ions. Illu strator ope rates differentl y th an Photoshop in
that lines or shapes drawn in Illustrator are referred to aspaths- the
mat hematica l equations that define t he line, line segment, or shape.
Wit h t his in mind, whe n a pixel-based image is opened in Illust rato r,
a path is gene rated to define t he oute r boundary border of that
object.This is why you will see sub-layers in th e screen capture
Figu res with a Path t it le t hat corresponds to th e visible blue (default
colo r) rectangle-shaped border edges of an object (in t he displayed
image) .

The APfile version of Obama's PDFin Figure 15 will serve to
represent a scanned docu ment and when opened in Illustrator,
t here is only one link , and one layer; th e layer breaks down to
display th e following sub-laye rs:

:> A boundary edge Path- the blue border surrounding th e image

:> And t he flat tened Image

Figure 16 shows a crucial difference in th e number of layers
displayed in Obama'sPDFfil e (compa red to th e APfi le): Obama's
PDF has nine links and nine sub-layers (NOTE: The paths are acti vely
displayed in the image). In add ition to the nine sub-layer objects,
a clipping path is at th e top of the sub-layer list.The clipping path
gro ups all the remaining sub-layers below. Note the locat ion of the
clipp ing path in th e image, which wi ll be explained fur th er on the
next page. It 's presence with in th e fi le and applied in a manner to
hide por t ions of th e image also reflects image manip ulatio n.

Anothe r crucial difference in th e numbe r of layers occurs when
opt imizat ion is applied to the AP scanned image in Figure 17.
There is an unreasonable amount of layers generated . Note despite
resizing t he Links and Layers panels, t here is still a scroll box which
scrolls th e length of the empty scrolling bar area (to offer a sense of
how many layers extend beyond the current view).

Examine how th e layers divide th e image into pieces. It isanalogous
to taking a scissor and cutting th e image into random rectangles.

Finally, not ice th at Figure 17 calls out th e top layer as a bitmap layer
(wh ich means it contains one colo r value only), while all remaining
layersarecolor layers (containsmultiple color values).One bitmap
layer and multiple color layers are typical optimization behavior;
but th e reverse is true in Obama's PDFin wh ich it contains multiple
bitmap layers and only one colo r layer.
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Figure 15: Normal one-layer scan docum ent behavior

Figure 16: Multiple layers and links in Obama's PDF

Figure 17: AP layers and links after opti mizatio n is applied
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The Clipping Mask Path

X-Ray Scanner Vision

Let's return to the previously mentioned Clipping MaskPath.The
term mask refers to defining parts of an image to be hidden from
view (rather than have to delete unwanted parts). Any vectorshqpe
can be used as a clipping path - in this casethe rectangle path
shape seen in Figure 18 defines an area that acts like a window:
Anything within the shape border is visible, and anything that falls
outside its boundary is not visible. A benefit derived from using a
clipping mask is it allows the mask to be reposition at any time to
show or hide different parts of the artwork. A clipping mask that
hides image information from view only occurs in a manual process
to manipulated a document. If a clipping mask is generated in an
optimized file -it will never hide information.

Figure 18 displays the clipping mask asthe only visible path
when the Obama PDF is first opened-all other path objects
behave as a group attached to the clipping path. To move and see
these objects separately-the clipping mask group needs to be
released- or ungrouped.

Figure 19 shows an open Layers panel (to display the sub-layers).
A right-click inside the clipping mask offers a menu option to
Release Clipping Mask. Notice that releasing this path not only
exposes the other grouped path objects, but suddenly uncovers
additional background pattern that spills outside (and beyond) the
clipping mask path boundary-proof of image manipulation.

Tom Harrison, a software designer, published a report that
examines the top two sub-layer objects. Without a doubt, the
implications of these two sub-layers are clear indications of image
manipulation. This cannot happen in a normal document. At first
glance these layers appear to be empty-but this is not the case.
These layers contain odd random white pixel information, while
the pixels unde r the white dots show no distu rbance of safety
paper pattern (on the bottom layer).This is simply not possible in a
normal scan and can only happen in image manipulation.

Tom Harrison offers the following analogy in his report: Try to have
someone take a picture of a person holding a football hidden
behind their back, not visible to the camera.Will you ever be able
to extract the person from the photograph and still seethe football
revealed? Of course not . However, if a picture is taken of a football,
and a separate picture is taken of the person, layerscan be used
to "h ide"the pict ure of the football behind the person (using a
program like Photoshop). By placing the picture of a person on a
layer"in fron t of"-or on top-of the layer containing the football
in t he document- the football would not be visible to the casual
viewer unless the layer of the person is turned off.

Using the football analogy, look closely at Figure 20- a close-up
view to reveal numerous wh ite pixels in the top layer object.
Additionally, t hese pixels are bitmapped rather tha n displaying a
soft blending quality to t ransit ion into the background pattern
another indication that the white pixels are not a normal part of
the background pattern.

Figure 21 shows the white dot layer turned off to expose the
undisturbed safety pattern in the background (under the white
pixel dots). To paraphrase Mr. Harrison, no scanner in the world
hasx-ray vision that can detect uninterrupted safety paper pattern
under another object (such as the random white dots).
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White pixels disappear:
Pattern pixels uninterrupted

Obama PDF opened in Illustrator with clipping mask

Clipping Path

Layer object path turned off )

Clipping Path

Layer object path

Figure 18:

Figure 19: Clipping Maskgroup released and sub-layers displayed

Figure 20: Zoom view of top layer reveals white pixels

Figure 21: Layer turned off reveals uninterrupted pattern below
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Stamp Layer Appearance

The main purpose and strength of layers is they allow parts
of an image to be isolated to make it easy to repositioned, or
adjust visibility (on or off) independently of surrounding image
layered parts-thus layersare a powerful image manipulation
tool. It makes senseto have a date and a certification stamp on
separate layers-to move, rotate, or reposition for the purpose
of manipulation and alteration. Figures 22-24 demonstrate how
objects can be moved around independently. The Obama PDF
has a clean separation of text isolated on each layer, unlike the AP
optim ization layer results for t he same information in Figures 25 
26.The layer results seen in the Obama PDF cannot be duplicated
th rough optimization, but can be easily duplicated (and explained)
with an understanding of image manipulation.

The date stamp and certification stamp are the selected layers in
Figure 22. The Links and Layers panels verify the selection along
with the active blue paths that display around the layered objects.

Figure 23 demonstrates that the objects can be moved
independent of the background (or other text items). Note that in
the Obama PDF, the text for the certification stamp is completely
and independently separated onto its own layer.The same is true
of the date stamp. This is a clear and important indication of image
manipulation in which each ofthese items can be manipulated
independently of the surrounding background layer.This clean
separation can only be accomp lished through image manipulation
ofdocu ment elements. ,

Figure 24 shows the background layer can also be selected and
moved independently from the stamp and date layer elements.
The white halos are a part of the background layer since white is
the typical color present when bulld inq a background layer.Thus,
whenever the safety paper pattern is not present, the typical color
displayed in the absence of pattern will be white.

Automation v Manual Manipulation

Figure 25 and Figure 26 shows the lack of predictability when
an automation processchops up an image and generates layers
during optimization. As previously mentioned, the APfi le opens
with the appearance of a normal scanned document conta ining
only one layer. For this reason, the APfile was used to demonstrate
what happenswhen optimization is appl ied. After t he optimization
process,t he APfile displays a multitude of layers.

Most of the black text ext racts onto one bitmap layer at the top of
the layer list. This top text layer is turned off in Figure 25 . Note t hat
the text does not separate cleanly onto one layer. Remnants of text
remain behind on a variety of the many mu lti-color layers in t he list
that still have their visibility turned on in Figure 25. Additionally,
the top text layer contains a large portion of all document text and
optimization fails to separate text according to usefulness. In othe r
words, all the stamp text does not reside on it s own layer-nor is
the re a different layer for the date text-and again, no clean and
compl ete separation .

Figure 26 has the top text layer visibility turned back on again,
but instead, one of the bottom background layer'svisibility is
turned off this time .The selected paths show how there's no
human quality to the logic in dividing information into layers-the
machine is deciding based on an automated process.

Certification stamp
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Bottom layers selected-text layer off

Text layer on-one background layer off
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Figure 22: Target layers and objects for date and certify stamps

Figure 23:

Figure 24: Background layer with whi te halos can also move

Figure 25: Optimized lacks the human element in layering

I

Figure 26: Text layer turned on and one background layer off
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White Halo Creation

The white halo effect presents two comm on questions; why is
t here a white halo, and what caused it? Before answering the
fo rmer question, let's addressth e latter.

The wh ite halo could simply be a functio n of a select ion created
around all t he text-before fi lling t he background layer wit h a
green safety pattern.

The green safety patte rn could have easily been applied to the
backgrou nd layer withou t any selection-thus a solid patte rn
wou ld have covered the enti re background layer-wit hout a white
halo. But for some reason, a white halo effect was generated
either through an act ive selection whe n creat ing t he background,
or t hrough an enhancement process, or a combination of both .
As might be expected, the creation of a backgrou nd using a text
selection is easily demonstrated with step -by-step Figures.

Figure 27 shows th e demo nstrat ion fil e set-up.The stamp text
from the Obama PDFfi le was cop ied (from Illust rator) and pasted
into a new Photoshop file on a layer that is above a solid whi te
background layer. Note t he two layers in the Layers panel: Stamp
Text layer and the Background layer (currently fi lled with wh ite).

When wo rking in a graph ic program, if you want to apply any
changes to an image, you have a choice to use a select ion for the
target area, or to make changes without a selection. If t here isno
selection, th en any changes can be applied to th e enti re image
w ithout any rest rict ions. If a select ion ls created, the changes are
limi ted to th e select ion area only. Analogous to selecting text in
a Word program to apply a change, such as bold formatting; t he
text is fi rst selected, and the bold formatt ing is then applied to the
selection only.

In this example, a selection will be created around th e text asth e
next step shown in Figure 28. Any object separated on a layer
can easily be used to create a select ion of th at object. Simply hold
down th e Ctrl key and click on t he layer t humbnail- in this case
click on t he Stamp Text layer. A selection that resembles marching
ants appears around t he text.The next ste p is to expand th e
select ion to includ e a lit t le extra space surrounding th e text. This
can be accomplished f rom th e Select menu, using Modify, and
th en choosing th e Expand opt ion (also seen in Figure 28).

The Expand Selection dialog box displays in Figure 29 wh ich allows
a user to specify how many pixels to expand th e select ion. Since,
the idea is to surround t he text by a small area, the amoun t ente red
in t his example will be 2 pixels.

The expande d select ion in Figure 30 current ly surrounds th e
text. However, th e current selection area needs to remain white
since t he ult imate goal is to apply a pattern fi ll t o th e surroundin g
background area- not the surroundi ng text area.Therefore, the
selection needs to be reversed-also known as inverse- to ensure
the pattern will fi ll everything on t he background layer except the
text area.

Go to t he Select menu shown in Figure 30.The Inverse option is
chosen.The select ion is now ready to fi ll wi th a color, or a pattern,
or even another scanned image (such as a scan of basketweave
safety paper). Everyth ing but the text area is now selected . For
pu rposes of this demonstrati on, the next step will define a safety
paper pattern and fi ll the background layer using the current active
selection.

Text is selec ted
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Figure 27: A two-layer stamp text fi le created to demonstrate

Figure 28: A text selection created and selection expanded

Figure 29: Expand Select ion opti on-expanded 2 pixels
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Figure 30: Next th e selection needs to be inversed
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Safety Paper Creation

In a program such as Photoshop, a selection can be filled with a
solid color of cho ice, an image, or a pattern can also be defined as a
fill optio n. It shou ld be noted that a full sheet of safety paper could
have been scanned and used with out going thr ough steps to define
it as a pattern-but a pattern can be easily defined from an existing
image as an alternative method. Most likely,there was access to
a sample of safety pape r when creating the Obama PDF. It's not
necessary to reinvent the wheel-the current Obama PDFfile will be
used as th e source pattern for the pu rpose of th is demonstrati on .

The Obama PDF is temporarily op en ed in Figure 31 and a square
se lection is made to iso late a portion of t he pattern t hat will tile
easily-which means that when the selected area is filled repeatedly
next to each other, th e pattern continues seamlessly-witho ut any
noti ceable disruptions in t he pattern. With t he selectio n active, th e
Define Pattern opti on is selecte d from the Edit menu .The Obama
PDFfile is closed and no longer needed.

Back to the demonstration file shown in Figure 32 ; with the
Background selected as the active layer,the Fill opt ion is chose n
from the Edit menu.

In th e Fill dialo g box, th e Pattern option from the Content list is
chosen in Figure 33 .

The safety paper pattern defined earlier in Figure 31 is also chosen in
the Fill dia log box in Figure 34. Click OKto complete th e effect.

The result s in Figure 35 show a slig ht white halo outside the text.

In Figu re 36- t he Stamp Text layer's visibility is turned off, and th e
ma rching ants are de selected (Ct rl+ D).The white halo effect was
easily manufactured in less t han a minute, in less t ime t han it took to
read the explanat ion.

In summation, t he safety paper background layer was added as
th e last step to create th e illusion of an image in which text was
imprinted on basketweave safety paper. However, t he text had in
fact been placed and arranged on a solid white background.This
last application gives a created imag e th e false appearance of being
an offi cial docum ent.
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Figure 34: The defined pattern chosen from Custo m Patte rn list Figure 36: Turn off the text layer:White halo effect is d isplayed
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Some Final Thoughts

The previous exercise demonstrated how the white halo could be
created, but th ere can be a mul titude of ways to accomplish t he
same task in a program such as Photoshop .Whether or not th e
exercise presented is the definitive method is not th e main poin t.

The exercise was presented as a possible solutio n to th e question:
How did the whitehaloget into the document?But actually, the on ly
question that matters is: why is the white halo there at all?Any
offi cial document obta ined by legit imate procedures and scanned
would not have t he whi te halo.

As prev iously stated , every anomaly can be easily explained asa
manu factured document. Not on ly does t his document display
attributes that it was completely manufactured digitally, but there
is st rong evidence that a master fi le exist s as a source fi le. What is
meant by a master fi le?A master fi le is a fi le in whi ch all t he objects
sti ll exist on separate layers (in ot her words, more layers and
informat ion than seen in th e Obama PDFsub-layers).

For example, in the Obama PDF, the bottom layer conta ins the
background pattern wi th some text elements merged onto
t hat layer. In th e master fi le version, th e text st ill remains on a
separate layer-NOT merged with th e background layer. It is
highly probable tha t thi s master fi le also cont ainsth e short form
certificate layers (which would explain the prob lems seen in the AP
version of the fi le).

Figure 37 and Figure 38 demonstrate that t he APversion of the
long for m cert ificate contains a different set of problems as follows:

:> A sudden shift to a different background

:> Safety paper pattern in th e shadow at th e left edge-but not in
the document backgrou nd

:> Short form embedded into th e printout- Figure 38 is an
enhanced version wh ich allows t he details to be seen more
easily

Once again, all of t hese add itio nal problems displayed in th e
AP version wo uld not occur if the source doc ument presented
to th e AP had been a legit imate scanned doc ument without
manipu lat ion. However, all t hree problems wo uld easily be a result
of a manufactured source fi le- in whi ch layers from a maste r file
were turned off or mistakenly left on.
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Figure 37:

Figure 38: Enhancement applied to easily see short form
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